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Entanglement distillation refers to the task of transforming a collection of weakly entangled pairs into
fewer highly entangled ones. It is a core ingredient in quantum repeater protocols, which are needed to
transmit entanglement over arbitrary distances in order to realize quantum key distribution schemes.
Usually, it is assumed that the initial entangled pairs are identically and independently distributed and are
uncorrelated with each other, an assumption that might not be reasonable at all in any entanglement
generation process involving memory channels. Here, we introduce a framework that captures entangle-
ment distillation in the presence of natural correlations arising from memory channels. Conceptually, we
bring together ideas from condensed-matter physics—ideas from renormalization and matrix-product states
and operators—with those of local entanglement manipulation, Markov chain mixing, and quantum error
correction. We identify meaningful parameter regions for which we prove convergence to maximally
entangled states, arising as the fixed points of a matrix-product operator renormalization flow.
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It has long been noted in the field of quantum informa-
tion science that entanglement constitutes the key resource
in various information processing and specifically commu-
nication tasks [1]. Secure quantum key distribution neces-
sarily relies on entanglement, even in prepare-and-measure
schemes [2–4]. A central goal in quantum information
science has been the development of techniques to trans-
form less useful forms of entanglement into more suitable
ones, and to enhance our understanding of the laws
governing the manipulation of entanglement. The task of
entanglement distillation specifically captures the resource
character of entanglement, in that it aims at preparing
maximally entangled states from noisy or less-entangled
ones [1]. The concept of distillable entanglement grasps the
maximum rate at which this is asymptotically possible,
starting from a collection of many identically prepared
quantum systems; hence, this is of profound interest in the
conceptual foundations of the field. Distillation steps are
part of quantum repeater protocols [5–7], necessary to
distribute entanglement over arbitrary distances using noisy
quantum channels: In such a scheme, entanglement is
established between different repeater stations and trans-
ferred to the final designated nodes via suitable entangle-
ment-swapping steps. Distillation schemes thought of in
this context are often iterative schemes, such as the
recurrence protocol [1,8] and deterministic protocols based
on error-correction codes [1,9–11]. While iterative schemes
do not achieve the maximum rates set by the distillable
entanglement, they require less sophisticated and more
practically feasible operations. The silent assumption in
almost all of the proposed distillation schemes, however, is
that the initial resources have been identically prepared and
show no correlations whatsoever. While this is surely a

good assumption in many preparations, it might not be
reasonable in others. Whenever memory effects or channels
[12–15] are involved, one expects some correlations
between the involved entangled pairs, going beyond an
independent identically distributed (IID) setting. These
correlations are expected to decay rapidly over several
pairs sent through a channel, reflecting the natural corre-
lation structure arising from a memory channel (see Fig. 1).
The mathematical definition of distillable entanglement
in the presence of correlations has been developed [16,17]
in the context of quantum information theory beyond the
IID assumption [15,18–20]. In fact, even under correla-
tions, a positive asymptotic rate of entanglement distillation
can be achieved using the hashing protocol, but such
methods require coherent state manipulation over all
specimens of the correlated quantum systems and do not
make use of the short-range structure of realistic correla-
tions. Yet, the important practical problem of actually
iteratively distilling entanglement from correlated pairs
arising from quantum memory channels is still wide open.

FIG. 1. (a) Source with memory emitting weakly correlated
photon pairs and (b) the MPO ρ naturally describing this
setting.
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In this Letter, we propose a conceptually novel way
forward to solve this problem, bringing together ideas
from entanglement theory with those of condensed-matter
theory, specifically of renormalization techniques and
tensor network methods. We identify the natural class of
states arising from preparations and memory channels as
bipartite matrix-product operators (MPOs) [21,22]. These
are usually considered in the condensed-matter context
to capture thermal many-body states or those arising from
open systems dynamics [21–24]. Entanglement distillation
is then identified as a renormalization of bipartite matrix-
product operators. The methods are inspired by and derive
from renormalization [25] of matrix-product states [26–31],
again from many-body theory.
We show that both the recurrence protocol and an error-

correction-based protocol [1] converge to pairs of max-
imally entangled pure states for suitably correlated pairs
that are naturally described by a MPO.
Setting and formalism.—We consider a sequence of L

pairs of qubits, where two parties (say Alice and Bob) each
hold one qubit from each pair. The focus on qubits is set
for simplicity of notation only; it is clear that the same
framework can be applied to systems of other physical
dimension. These pairs are entangled, as well as correlated
with each other, as a consequence of the preparation
procedure involving stationary quantum memory effects.
A natural preparation exhibiting such a memory involves
an auxiliary quantum system C of some dimension d that
embodies all the degrees of freedom of the memory. The
state is then prepared in a sequential fashion, with the
memory unitarily interacting with the first entangled pair,
then the second, and so on [13,27,32]. A state generated
in this way is given by a matrix-product state, if it is pure, or
a matrix-product operator in case of noisy mixed states
[21,22], as they are considered here, with d taking the role
of the bond dimension. The decay of memory effects in the
distance between the entangled pairs naturally emerges
in this construction. We introduce here how a naturally
correlated bipartite MPO arises from this setting. More
specifically, we work in a numerically indexed Bell
basis ðjϕ1i; jϕ2i; jϕ3i; jϕ4iÞ, more commonly labeled as
ðjϕþi; jϕ−i; jψþi; jψ−iÞ. We consider a sequence of L pairs
of qubits, with basis vectors jΦxi¼jϕx1ijϕx2i…jϕxLi,
where Alice holds the first qubit of each pair and Bob
holds its partner. Translationally invariant mixed states
reflecting stationarity of the source are described in the
MPO language as

hΦxjρjΦyi ¼ Tr½Mx1;y1Mx2;y2…MxL;yL �: ð1Þ

Purely for simplicity of notation, we take periodic boun-
dary conditions here. The dimension of the matrices
Mx;y ∈ Cd×d, x; y ∈ f1;…; 4g limits the correlations
between pairs, and by increasing this bond dimension d,
arbitrary quantum states can be described in this formalism.

There is a gauge freedom in our choice of MPO matrices;
for any invertible S, mapping Mx;y↦SMx;yS−1 will give
an alternative description of the same physical state.
Generally, 16 matrices are needed for the description of
each pair, reflecting the two-particle density matrix.
However, without loss of generality we take ρ to be a
Bell diagonal state, which can be achieved using a suitable
local group twirl over the Pauli group [1]. For this reason
we use the shorthand A ¼ M1;1, B ¼ M2;2, C ¼ M3;3,
and D ¼ M4;4. Without loss of generality, we consider the
distillation of maximally entangled ϕþ pairs. The “A”
matrix will be the dominant matrix; we will call the others
noise matrices.
Protocols and renormalization.—An N → M iterative

protocol for entanglement distillation of IID states will act
onN pairs at a time and outputM pairs. Given kN pairs, we
perform k implementations in parallel. In the MPO setting,
pairs are not IID and we must specify which pairs are
distilled together. We choose neighboring pairs so the first
N pairs are distilled, while simultaneously the next N pairs
are distilled, and so on. This natural choice has the practical
merit of respecting locality, and has the additional advan-
tage that the output state is easily shown to again be a MPO
of the same bond dimension (see Fig. 2). Every iteration of
the distillation protocol now acts as a map from a MPO on
one scale to the subsequent one and reduces the chain
length from L to LM=N. After each step, a positive MPO is
retained [33]. Indeed, it can be naturally seen as process of
MPO renormalization, this being a mixed-state and bipar-
tite analogue of the renormalization of matrix product states
discussed in Ref. [25]. After the nth step, we label the
MPO operators fAn; Bn; Cn;Dng, where the initial raw
state provides the n ¼ 0 matrices. We prove several results
on convergence to entangled states that show the function-
ing of the schemes; proofs that can also be interpreted as
convergence proofs for renormalization flow of the MPOs.
Intuitively, one can say that in many practically relevant
settings, the entanglement and correlations between pairs
are being “renormalized” into more useful entanglement
shared between Alice and Bob, to be employed in sub-
sequent key generation.
Recurrence protocol.—The recurrence protocol is a

2 → 1 iterative protocol that uses postselection and, hence,

FIG. 2. Renormalization schemes of a MPO. (a) N pairs are
mapped to M in an N → M scheme. (b) In the recurrence
protocol, two neighboring sites are distilled. Contraction of the
tensor network leads to the MPO at the subsequent scale.
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is probabilistic. Each step is a slightly improved version [8]
of the recurrence scheme [34]. In the uncorrelated case,
every pair can be postselected individually, if memories
are available, thus keeping all successfully measured pairs.
In the MPO setting, to retain translational invariance
over these L=2 sites, we modify recurrence to globally
postselect, requiring correct measurement outcomes for all
pairs. If the recurrence protocol fails at one location, we
discard the chain rather than replacing the failures with new
pairs. Applied to a length L chain, it becomes an L → L=2
iterative protocol. Though global postselection reduces
the overall success probability, it does benefit from avoid-
ing long storage times in quantum memories, which are
otherwise incurred when waiting for communication of
measurement results. Cast into the MPO language, the
iteration formula after two steps is

Anþ2 ¼ ðA2
n þ B2

nÞ2 þ ðC2
n þD2

nÞ2; ð2Þ

Bnþ2 ¼ fAn; Bng2 þ fCn;Dng2; ð3Þ

Cnþ2 ¼ fA2
n þ B2

n; C2
n þD2

ng; ð4Þ

Dnþ2 ¼ fðAn; BnÞ; ðCn;DnÞg; ð5Þ

where curly brackets denote the anticommutator. After
two steps, the matrices are being regauged and rescaled.
Replacing matrices by commuting scalars recovers the
original IID result. Proving convergence of the initial MPO
in the state ρ to the maximally entangled state ϕþ is
achieved by showing that the noise matrices vanish
exponentially faster than the An matrices. Specifically,
an appropriate ratio of norms will be exponentially sup-
pressed. We define a norm ∥M∥ in terms of a channel M
isomorphic [21] to M, so that ∥M∥ ¼ ∥M∥1→1, where we
use the induced “1-to-1” norm [35]. We introduce the noise
contribution of the coefficient matrices Bn, Cn, and Dn as

ϵn ¼ maxð∥Bn∥1→1; ∥Cn∥1→1; ∥Dn∥1→1Þ: ð6Þ
Because of norm submultiplicativity, one finds that ϵn
vanishes with increasing n provided that the initial value ϵ0
is sufficiently small. However, ensuring Anþ2 stays large is
difficult. To do so, we shall adjust the MPO gauge after two
steps, regauging this using a suitable gauge transformation
and rescaling, so that Anþ2 is trace preserving and, hence,
∥Anþ2∥1→1 ¼ 1. To quantify how much the gauge trans-
formation changes the matrix norm, we rely on the
ergodicity coefficient of the matrices,

τðMÞ ¼ max
Tr½σ�¼0

∥MðσÞ∥1
∥σ∥1

; ð7Þ

which allows a quantification of how rapidly a channel
mixes input states into the channel’s stationary state. We are
interested in the ergodicity of An, for which we use the

shorthand τn≔τðAnÞ. We are now ready to state the first
main result, which provides sufficient conditions for
entanglement distillation using the recurrence protocol.
Theorem 1 [Convergence in the recurrence protocol]

Given a translationally invariant Bell-diagonal MPO with
coefficient matrices A0; B0; C0, and D0, the iterative appli-
cation of the recurrence protocol leads to convergence to
uncorrelated pairs in the maximally entangled state ϕþ
for ϵ0 < ð1 − τ40Þ=7ð1þ τ40Þ.
The convergence is illustrated in Fig. 3. The proof is

presented in full length in the Supplemental Material [36],
but we will sketch it here.
To prove convergence, we need to show that the noise

matrices go down exponentially fast, while An stays large.
The first part can be shown by taking into account a double
step of the protocol after which all norms of the noise
matrices are at least of order ϵ2n. However, to ensure the
contribution of the dominant matrix stays large, Anþ2 has
to be regauged such that it stays trace preserving. With
A†

nðξnÞ ¼ λnξn (where λn is the largest such eigenvalue),
the gauge transformation Sn ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi

ξn
p

⊗
ffiffiffiffiffi

ξn
p

and the rescal-
ing by λ−1n will recover trace preservation, provided ξn is
invertible. Using submultiplicativity, we find that

ϵnþ2↦λ−1nþ2κðSÞnþ2ϵnþ2; ð8Þ

where κðSnÞ ¼ ∥Sn∥1→1∥S−1
n ∥1→1 is the condition number

of Sn. We further show that

κðSnÞ ≤
1

1 − 2kn
; kn ¼

1þ τ4n
1 − τ4n

ð4ϵ2n þ 10ϵ4nÞ: ð9Þ

The proof bears similarities to the perturbation of the steady
state of a trace-preserving quantum Markov chain [38]. If
An is a rapidly mixing channel with small τn, then A4

n is
also rapidly mixing. Before the gauge transformation, Anþ2

is a sum of A4
n and some small noise matrices. The more

rapidly mixing a channel (small τn), the more its eigenstates
are robust against the perturbative addition of noise
matrices (small ϵn), and the dual eigenstate ξnþ2 stays
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(analytic expression)

FIG. 3. Region of convergence for the recurrence protocol. The
area under the blue line is the region fulfilling the conditions
given in Theorem 1. The yellow region is a slightly improved
bound that can be obtained with computer assistance, but for
which we have no closed-form expression.
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close to 1, as we show rigorously in a spirit similar to the
ideas of Ref. [39].
Although ergodicity is not a matrix norm, it has similar

properties such as subadditivity and submultiplicativity,
from which one can derive an upper bound on τnþ2 in terms
of τn and ϵn so that τnþ2 ≤ τ4n þ fðϵn; τnÞwhere f is a slight
correction that vanishes as ϵn → 0. This occurs because a
double step of the protocol raises the ergodicity coefficient
of A to the fourth power, but regauging the MPO results in
the adjustment f. We derive bounds on the pair ðϵnþ2; τnþ2Þ
in terms of ðϵn; τnÞ. From these, we iteratively determine
the region of convergence to the fixed point (0,0) with
computer assistance, shown in Fig. 3. Also shown in
this figure is an analytic bound for which we show
ðϵn; τnÞ → ð0; 0Þ without computer assistance. Finally,
convergence in MPO operators again entails convergence
of the density matrix.
Five-qubit protocol.—For every error-correcting code

that encodes k qubits into N physical qubits, there exists an
iterative N → k one-way entanglement distillation protocol
[1]. In these protocols, noise information is extracted by
local measurements, but instead of postselecting when
errors are detected we attempt to correct them by determin-
ing the smallest weight error consistent with the measure-
ment data. The advantage over the recurrence protocol is
that this protocol is deterministic, and that one-way dis-
tillation schemes require much less classical communica-
tion. Further, this means that deterministic protocols may
be implemented without modification, such as the global
postselection we introduced for recurrence. In particular,
we consider one-way entanglement distillation using the
5-qubit code (so, a 5 → 1 protocol), which is the smallest
known code capable of correcting any single qubit error.
We again find a closed form for the map acting on the
coefficient matrices in each iteration, though we omit it
here as each expression contains 44 terms. We further
introduce the transfer matrix En ¼ An þ Bn þ Cn þDn
with corresponding channel En.
Theorem 2 [Error correction] Given a translationally

invariant Bell-diagonal MPO with coefficient matrices A0,
B0, C0, and D0, the iterative application of the 5-qubit
error-correcting code leads to convergence to uncorrelated
pairs in the maximally entangled state ϕþ for ϵ0 ≤ 1=33.
ϵ0 is defined as above in the gauge where E0 is trace
preserving.
Again, the full proof is provided in the Supplemental

Material [36]. The line of the argument is similar to the
postselective case; we show that with a growing number of
iterations n, the contribution of the dominant matrix An
grows exponentially faster than the contribution of the noise
matrices, but in the deterministic case, we can use our gauge
freedom to make En trace preserving. Since we do not
postselect, we do not need to renormalize in every round.
The transfer matrix is always mapped to its fifth power,
Enþ1 ¼ E5

n, and the trace-preserving property is conserved

without regauging. Thus, if we initially choose a gauge
where the corresponding map E0 is trace preserving, the
transfer matrix will keep this property over the course of
the iteration. Using combinatorial arguments, we then prove
that for suitably small ϵ0, ϵn converges to zero, entailing
convergence in fidelity of the physical state.
Numerical studies and physical Hamiltonians.—To be

rigorous, our proof made several pessimistic assumptions,
and so many MPOs may converge despite not satisfying the
conditions of our theorems. As such,we have also performed
numerical studies on randomly drawn matrices. Numerical
analysis of randomly drawn MPO operators indicate that
strong correlations can also be beneficial and can enable
distillation at noise levels well above the rigorous threshold,
even above the level tolerated by IID states. We also consi-
dered the generation ofMPO stateswhere qubits sequentially
interact with a common bath through a Heisenberg inter-
action. Benchmarking against IID pairs, we find these
physical memory channels fall into both beneficial and
pernicious classes depending on the exact parameter regime
(full details in Supplemental Material [36]).
Perspectives.—In this Letter, we have introduced a frame-

work of renormalizing entanglement in order to achieve
iterative entanglement distillation in the presence of natural
correlations. On intuitive grounds, one might expect that if
theMPO is only weakly correlated between the pairs and the
reduced density matrix of a single pair is sufficiently close to
a Bell pair, the distillation protocols should behave similarly
to the IID case. Here, we have proven that, indeed, iterative
protocols known to work for IID pairs also give rise to
feasible entanglement distillation, with no modification of
the protocol needed. Specifically, we have identified thresh-
old fidelities and conditions on the correlation between the
pairs to ensure the convergence of correlated pairs described
by a MPO to a number of independent maximally entangled
pure states. Sometimes, correlations are even found to help
significantly.
The program initiated here shows that correlations are not

necessarily a disadvantage, and one does not have to aim
at de-correlating pairs or resetting preparation procedures,
which are steps that will take time and will in practice lead
to further entanglement deterioration. Conceptually speak-
ing,wehave added a newmindset to the theory of beyond IID
quantum information processing [17], shifting the emphasis
away from protocols involving fully general asymptotic state
manipulation. This work shows that such correlations can
be largely renormalized away, again with no modification
to the schemes applied. We hope that this Letter triggers
further studies on entanglement distillation and repeater
protocols in the presence of realistic memory effects, as
well as of renormalizing matrix-product operators.
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